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Description

II. Detailed description of the invention

5 a) Technical field

Polarisation filters for use in optical systems and in particular in liquid crystalline displays,

b) State of the art

10

In United States Patent Specification US 4 810 433, a method of producing a uniaxially oriented

optically transparent film Is described. Firstly, the surface of a support plate Is oriented. A mixture

comprising at least two liquid crystalline monomers and a photopolymerisation initiator is provided on said

plate. The monomers .have a functional, polymerisable group in the molecule. The monomers used
is correspond to the formula

20

CH 5 = C-O0-(CH9 ),-0-X,

wherein R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group and X is a group of the formula

-0-J-O-0-1
0

or of the formula

-CH = N-< 0 >-Z

wherein Z is -CN or -F.

The mixture may comprise a dichroic colorant, a UV absorber and a spacer such as glass grains.

Subsequently, the monomers are polymerised in the liquid crystalline state by exposing them to radiation

using UV light or visible light.

c) Problems to be solved

The oriented film described hereinabove under b) has the disadvantage that the orientation is

completely lost when the temperature is increased to a level above the transition temperature nematic-

45 isotropic. Consequently, the film is not temperature resistant, not even when the film is heated for a short

* period, for example, during the production process.

d) Measures according to the invention

so The problem described under c) is solved by the invention which provides the following method:

A method of manufacturing a polarisation filter, in which a mixture of a liquid crystalline monomer and a

dichroic colorant is oriented on a substrate, and the monomer is polymerised by exposing it to uniform

radiation, characterized in that a monomer is used which corresponds to the formula

55
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(1)

C C-0-B-M-B-0-C-C=CH

R
II t

0 R

wherein

B is a bridging group,

R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and
M is a mesogenic group comprising at least a phenyl group and/or a cyclochexyl group so that the

monomer as a whole acquires a nematic or smectic phase.

The polarisation filter obtained according to the Invention comprises an oriented layer having an ordered
network of a polymerised and oriented monomer in which the dichroic colorant which is dissolved or finely
dispersed therein is oriented also. The polarisation filter manufactured according to the invention is

thermostable. The orientation is preserved even when it is heated to very high temperatures of, for example
350'C.

The bridging group B shown in formula .-1 is, for example, a group which can be represented by one of
the following formulae:

Examples of the nematic or smectic liquid crystalline group M shown in formula (1) are represented by
the following formulae:

-(CH2 ) X~; -(CH
2 ) x-0-; t-CH

2
-CH

2
-0-};

-(CH 2 ) -0-C-; -(CJU) -C-0-
' A

I ' * IIl!
1 X

II

0 0
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o

-0-H=H-0- : -0-C-O-//3- :

-0-CH-CH-0- ; -0-0- ,

-0-C-O-0-O-C-0- ,

0 0

-0-O-C-0-C-O-0- ;

0 0

-0-C-O-0-0- ;

0

-0-C-O-0- , -0-C-O-0- ;

0 0

•0-0-0-
.

-0-0-0-

.

-0-C-O-0-O-C-0- ,

0 0

-0-C-O-0-O-C-0-
0 0

-0-c-o-(i)-o-c-0-
0 0

a Ik

-0-O-C-0-C-O-0-

wherein alk represents an alkyl group having 1-6 carbon atomsr

65 in a favourable embodiment of the method according to the invention, a monomer is used which

corresponds to formula (2)

4
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CH2=C-C-0-(CH2) n-(0) n-^^
R 0 OR

wherein

m is equal to 1-15

n is equal to 0 or 1

R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

P is the group

-C-0-
tl

0

or the group

-0-C-

.

u

0

By virtue of the high mobility of the molecules and the character of the liquid crystalline group

incorporated in said molecules, this monomer can be oriented very rapidly. The polymerisation of the

monomer by exposing it to radiation using, for example, UV light is also carried out very rapidly.

Examples of effective monomers are represented by the following formulae:

(3)

CH2=CH-C-0-(CH2)
2
-O-^~^

0 <J 0 0

(4)

CH2=CH-C-0- ( GH
2 ) 2-^^-0^

0 0 0 0

(5)

CH2=CH-C-0- (CH2)
4-0-^0^ -C-0-^0^-0-C-^D^ -0- (CH2)

4
-0-C-CH=CH2

0 0 0 0

(6)

CH2=CH-C-0-(CH2 ) 5
-0- ^cT^-O-C-^0^-0- ( CH2 ) 5

-0-C-CH=CH2

0 0 0 0

(7)

0 o

CH2=CH-C-0- (CH2)
6-0-^^
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(8)

=CR-

6 b b b

V a J

CH2=CH-C-0-(CH2)
6
-0-/^

(9)

0 0 0

CH2^CH-C-0-(CH2)
1Q
-0-^^-C-0-^^-0-C-^

0

(10)

CH2=C- C-0-(Cg2)
5
-0-^0^-C-0-^

CH
3
0 0 0 0 CH

3

(11)

™3

CH2=CH-C-0- ( CH2 ) 4
-0-^^-C-0-^T^-0-C-^0^ -0- ( CH2 ) 4

-0-C-CH=CH2

0 0 0 0

(12)

CH
3

CH2=CH-C-0- ( CH2 ) 5
-0-^^-C-0-^"o^ -0-C-^"o^ -0- (CH2

)

5
-0-C-CH=CH2

(13)

CH2=CH-C-0- ( CH2 ) 6
-0-^^-C-0-!^^-0-C-^0^-0- (CH2 ) 6

-0-C-CH=CH2

0 ^

0 C
?3

In a method according to the invention, the liquid crystalline monomer can be oriented in different

manners. For example, the substrate surface on which the mixture of the liquid crystalline monomer and the

dichroic colorant is provided can be rubbed in ^one direction, for example by using a velvet cloth.

40 Consequently, the molecules and the liquid crystalline monomer compound are oriented in the direction of

rubbing. In this case, the orientation or the molecules extends in a direction parallel to the substrate surface.

As a result of the orientation of the monomer molecules, the molecules of the dichroic colorant will also be

oriented in the same direction. This phenomenon is termed guest-host effect.

A suitable material which can be oriented by rubbing is polyimide. Thus, the substrate used in the

45 method according to the invention can be manufactured from polyimide or covered with a layer of

* polyimide. In the latter case, for example, a glass plate may be used as a support for the polyimide.

In a preferred embodiment of the method according to the invention, the mixture of the liquid crystalline

monomer and the dichroic colorant which is provided on the substrate is oriented under the influence of an

external field of force, In particular a magnetic field or an electric field. This has several advantages. Firstly,

60 there is freedom of choice of a substrate. Secondly, a very rapid orientation is possible. Thirdly, any

direction of orientation can be attained by the selection of the field direction of the magnetic or electric field

applied.

Obviously, orientation is possible only when the monomer is in the liquid crystalline phase. This is a

matter of temperature. The layer composed of the mixture of the monomer and the dichroic colorant must

55 be heated to a temperature which is higher than the transition temperature from crystalline to liquid

crystalline and lower than the transition temperature from liquid crystalline to isotropic. Alternatively, the

monomer may be processed, after it has been melted, in the undercooled phase at temperatures below the

melting point.

6
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After the monomer molecules and. hence, the colorant molecules are oriented, the monomer molecules
are polymerised. Polymerisation takes place by irradiation using light, in particular UV light. To this end, the

monomer composition to be polymerised comprises a photoinitiator in a quantity from 0.5-5 % by weight.

Examples of suitable photoinitiators are represented by the formulae
(

10

(14)

CH
3

0 >-C -C-OH
If I

0 CHn

and

<D

(15)

OCHi

<°>-sf <°>
0 OCH 3

The concentration of the dichroic colorant in the mixture of the monomer and the colorant is not

15 restricted within marrow limits. A suitable concentration ranges from 1-10 % by weight and, typically, from 1-

4 % by weight. Examples of suitable dichroic colorants are represented by the following formulae:

20

(16)
/—V /N-Ns\ J—

v

,H
9
-<^)-C^C-(0> C

4
H
9

25 (17) ,

C
4
H
9
-S0

2
-^^-N=N-^^-N^

30

35

(18)

wherein R is an alkyl group having 1-10 carbon atoms.

40 The colorant represented by formula (16) is a UV-light absorbing colorant. It sight be assumed that due
to the presence of such a colorant, the monomer molecules cannot or only partly be polymerised by means
of UV light. This assumption Is incorrect. The colorant molecules are oriented, so that polymerisation of the

monomer by UV light Is very well possible since the film remains transparent to the common rays.

For further dichroic colorants reference is made to Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst., 1979, Vol. 55, pp. 1-32.

45 The invention further relates to a novel polarisation filter which Is obtained by using the above-described

method. Said polarisation filter according to the invention is characterized in that it comprises a substrate

which is provided on one side with a layer of an oriented and polymerised monomer which contains a
dichroic colorant, said monomer corresponding to the formula

60 CH?=C-C-0-B-M-B-0-C-C=CH7 (1)

R 0 Ok

wherein — -

55 B is a bridging group,

R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

is a mesogenic group comprising at least a phenyl group and/or a cyclohexyl group, so that the

monomer as a whole acquires a nematic or smectic phase.

7
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The invention also relates to a liquid crystalline display comprising two transparent wall portions which

extend parallel to each other and which are interconnected along the periphery by means of a seal, each

wall portion being provided with one or more transparent electrodes on the inside and the space bounded

by the wall portions and the seal containing a liquid crystalline medium, .characterized in that at least one of

5 the two wall portions is also provided with a polarization filter on the inside, which filter contains a layer of

an oriented and polymerised liquid crystalline monomer in which a dichroic colorant is incorporated, said

monpmer corresponding to the formula

CH 5=C-C-0-B-M-B-O-C-C=CH9 ( 1

)

10 I U U 1
R 0 OR

wherein

B is a bridging group,

15 R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

M is a mesogenic group which comprises at least a phenyl group and/or a cyclohexyl group, so that

the monomer as a whole acquires a nematic or smectic phase.

The display according to the invention has the advantage that the above-defined filter is arranged on

the inside of the wall portions of the display. This is possible because by virtue of the above-described

20 network structure the filter is resistant to possible attack by the liquid crystalline medium present in the

display. A polarization filter which is arranged on the inside is totally screened from the surroundings and,

hence, it is protected against possible atmospheric contaminations such as dust particles. A display having

(a) polarisation filter(s) arranged on the inside can also be manufactured in a simple manner.

25 e): Exemplary embodiment

The invention will be explained in greater detail by means of the following exemplary embodiment and

with reference to the accompanying drawing.

A substrate plate 1 of glass having a thickness of 0.5 mm is provided with a layer 2 of a mixture

30 comprising 96 % by weight of a liquid crystalline monomer compound of formula (5), 2.5 % by weight of a

dichroic colorant of formula (17) and 1-5 % by weight of an initiator of formula (14). Said layer 2 is applied

by means of spin coating and has a thickness of, for example, 10 urn. Layer 2 is heated to a temperature in

excess of the transition temperature (107*C) from the crystalline to the liquid crystalline (nematic) phase. A
suitable temperature is 115*C. The temperature used must be lower than the transition temperature from

as the liquid crystalline to the isotropic phase, which in the present example is 165*C. The molecules of the

liquid crystalline monomer compound and, hence, also the molecules of the dichroic colorant are oriented in

a direction which extends parallel to the magnetic field direction by means of a magnetic field of 10 k.Gauss

whose field direction is indicated by arrow 3. Said magnetic field direction is indicated by arrows 4.

Subsequently, layer 2 is irradiated over its entire surface by means of UV, which UV light is generated by a

40 low-pressure mercury vapour lamp having a power of 5 mW/cm2
. The exposure time is several minutes.

During exposure the temperature is held at 115 "C and the magnetic field Is also maintained. The oriented

molecules of the liquid crystalline monomer compound are polymerised as a result of said exposure, so that

the desired orientation is fixed. The orientation of the molecules of the dichroic colorant is also fixed as a

result of the polymerisation of the liquid crystalline monomer molecules. A network of liquid crystalline

45 polymer molecules is formed, such that the oriented colorant molecules are incorporated therein while

• preserving their direction of orientation. The polarisation filter according to the invention, as shown in Fig. 1,

is manufactured as described hereinbefore.

Instead of orienting the liquid crystalline monomer molecules by applying a magnetic field or an electric

field, as described above, another method of obtaining the desired orientation can alternatively be used. For

so this purpose, a substrate is used whose surface, to which the liquid crystalline monomer is applied at a later

stage, is rubbed in one direction with, for example, a velvet cloth. As a consequence hereof, the molecules

of the substrate surface are oriented in the direction of rubbing.

The above mixture of the liquid crystalline monomer compound and the dichroic colorant is applied to

the surface thus treated. The molecules-ef the monomer compound and the colorant are oriented in the

55 initial direction of rubbing. A suitable substrate is manufactured from polyimide. The substrate may also

comprise a support plate of, for example, glass or quartz on which a polyimide layer or possibly another

synthetic resin layer may be oriented, for example, by rubbing. A suitable synthetic resin layer can be

obtained by exposing a UV-light curable composition comprising 60 parts by weight of a compound of

8
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formula 19, 36 parts by weight of a compound of formula 20 and 4 % by weight of an initiator to light, and
hence polymerising it.

(19) _ CH1—
4(o>o-(
CH

3

CH
2
=CH-C-0- ( CH

2 >2"°~'y^ C7\° ( CH
2 ) 2

-°-C-CH=CH
2

(20)

0 CH,

. : :L
OH CH

3
OH

CH
2
=CH-C-0-CH

2
-CH-CH2-0-^^-C-^^-0-CH 2

In layer 2 of the optical filter according to the invention, various dichroic colorants can be used. For

example, three or more dichroic colorants can be used which each have a different absorption characteristic

20 and, for example, which have an absorption wavelength area in respectively, the blue, red and green part, of

the spectrum. By using such mixtures of dichroic colorants in the polarisation filter according to the

invention, white light can be completely or substantially polarised.

When the polarisation filter is used, non-polarised light is irradiated in a direction perpendicular to the

main faces of the filter. This direction is indicated by arrow 5. The polarisation component of said light,

25 which components extends in a direction parallel to the direction of orientation (arrows 4) of the molecules
of the dichroic colorant or colorants used is absorbed. The polarisation component which extends
perpendicularly to the direction of orientation is passed, so that polarised light having a predetermined
direction of polarisation is obtained.

In Fig. 2, reference numerals 10 and 11 denote two parallel disposed glass plates. Said plates 10 and
30 11 are interconnected by a peripherally arranged sealing ring 12 which is composed of, for example, an

adhesive or a synthetic resin ring which is bonded to said plates by means of an adhesive. A liquid

crystalline cell medium 14 is present in a cellular space 13 which is enclosed by the plates 10, 11 and the

ring 12, said cell medium containing 1 % by weight of a chiral substance having the following formula

CH
3

O

CH-0-C-^^-0-C^
C
6H 13

and for the rest a liquid crystalline material comprising one or more compounds of Uie following formulae:

C2H50-<^-CH2
-CH

2
-<^-C

3
H
7

NC"(°}'0"C5H11

C4H9-O -CH2-CH2-(o) -<3-d5H 1

1

Such a materiaJ is marketed by Hoffman-la Roche under the tradename ROTN 301 0.

9
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At the surface facing the cell medium 14, the plates 10 and 11 have transparent strip-shaped electrodes

15 and 16 which cross each other at right angles and form a matrix of switching elements. The electrodes

are manufactured from, for example, indium-tin oxide (ITO).

The above-described polarisation filter, referenced 17 and 18, is provided on each of the electrodes 15

s and 16, respectively. These filters may be completely identical with the filter shown in Fig. 1, i.e., each filter

comprises a substrate plate 1 and a liquid crystalline layer 2 (Fig. 1). It is alternatively possible to use only

the liquid crystalline layer 2 of the optical filter. In this case, plate 10 with electrode 15 serves as the

substrate plate for the liquid crystalline layer. The same applies to plate 11 with electrode 16. It is

alternatively possible to arrange the optical polarisation filters 17 and 18 between the glass plates 10 and 11

w and the electrodes 15 and 16, respectively. Finally, orientation layers 19 and 20, which are manufactured

from obliquely vapour-deposited SiO, are applied to the polarisation filters 17 and 18, respectively.

The liquid crystalline cell medium 14 has a 270* twist across the cell thickness. Twist is to be

understood to mean herein the rotation of the average direction (director) of the longitudinal axis of the

molecules of the liquid crystalline compound across the cell thickness, i.e. over the distance between the

is orientation layers 19 and 20.

The display according to Fig. 2 operates as follows.

The display is irradiated by non-polarised, white light 21 which is emitted by a lamp 22. Said light 21

passes through the transparent (glass) plate 10/ the transparent electrode 15 and subsequently the

polarisation filter 17. The light 11 is polarised when it passes through the polarisation filter. The polarised

20 light passes through the orientation layer 19 and reaches the liquid cell medium 14. The further propagation

of the light through the cell medium 14 depends on the voltage pattern of the electrodes 15, 16. An electric

voltage pattern which is representative of the image to be displayed is applied to said electrodes which,

according to a customary construction, are built up of column electrodes 15 and row electrodes 16 which

cross each other at right angles and which can individually be driven electrically. In those parts of the cell

25 medium, located between the electrodes 15, 16, where no electric field prevails, i.e. no voltage at the

relevant electrodes, or where a weak electric field prevails which is below a threshold value, the cell

medium exhibits the 270 • twisted configuration.

The molecules of the liquid crystalline cell medium 14 follow this twisted configuration. In this twisted

configuration of 270° across the cell, the molecules of the liquid crystalline material have a tilted orientation

30 at the interface of the medium 14 and the substrate waJI. the tilt angle being approximately 20* relative to

the surface of the substrate plate 10 or 11. Towards the centre of the cell the tilt angle of the molecules

decreases to a few degrees. For the sake of convenience, said twisted configuration having a tilted

orientation will hereinafter be referred to as the non-energised or voltageless situation.

At those areas of the cell medium 14 where an electric field is formed by applying an electric voltage in

35 excess of the threshold value to the electrodes 15 and 16 located on either side, the molecules of the cell

medium 14 will be oriented according to the field lines and exhibit an orientation which extends perpendicu-

larly or substantially perpendicularly to the electrodes 15, 16 and, hence, to the substrate plates 10, 11.

This perpendicular orientation will hereinafter be referred to as the voltage-conveying or energised situation.

When th8 above-mentioned polarised light 11 passes through the part of the cell medium 14 which is

40 non-energised, the linearly polarised light is changed into elliptically polarised light as a result of

birefringence. This change depends on the wavelength. Subsequently, the light passes through Ihe

orientation layer 20, the polarisation filter 18, the electrodes 16 and the plate 11. The colour of said light

depends on the position of the polarisation filter 18 (analyser) relative to the polarisation filter 17. In the case

of a parallel position a blue colour effect is obtained, i.e. blue light.

45 When the polarised light 11 passes through the part of the cell medium which is energised, said light is

' passed substantially unchanged as a result of the optically isotropic situation. Consequently, when the

polarisation filters 17 and 18 extend parallel to each other white light is passed and, hence, a blue-white

image is obtained.

When the polarisers 17 and 18 are arranged so that they cross each other, the elliptically polarised light

so has a yellow colour effect in the non-energised situation. In the energised situation no light is passed as a

result of the crossed position of the polarisers 17, 18. The result is an image having a yellow-black contrast.

111. Brief description of the drawing.

55 The drawing comprises 2 Figures, in which

Fig. 1 is a perspective top view of a polarisation filter manufactured according to the invention, and

Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid crystalline display according to the invention which comprises

polarisation filters according to Fig. 1.

10
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25

40

Claims ~

1. A method of manufacturing a polarisation filter, in which a mixture of a liquid crystalline monomer and a

dichroic colorant is oriented on a substrate, and the monomer is polymerised by exposing it to uniform

radiation, characterized in that a monomer is used which corresponds to the formula

CH 9=C-C-0-B-M-B-0-C-C=CH :

70 * Li
U i

R 0 OR

wherein

B is a bridging group,

f5 R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

M is a mesogenic group comprising at least a phenyl group and/or a cyclohexyl group, so that

the monomer as a whole acquires a nematic or smectic phase.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1, characterized in that a monomer is used which corresponds to the

20 formula

(2)

R 0 OR
CH2=C-C-0-(CH2) m-(0)^^

wherein

m is equal to 1-15,

30 n is equal to 0 or 1

,

R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

P is the group

-C-0-
35 II

0

or the group

-0-C-
II

0

45 3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the mixture of the liquid crystalline monomer
* and a dichroic colorant applied to the substrate is directed (oriented) under the influence of an external

field of force, in particular a magnetic field or an electric field.

4. A polarisation filter obtained by using the method as claimed In Claim 1 ( characterized in that the filter

so
. comprises a substrate which is provided on one side with a layer of an oriented and polymerised

monomer in which a dichroic colorant is incorporated, said monomer corresponding to the formula

55 CIU=C-C-0-B-M-B-O-C-C=CfU
I It H t

z

LI)

R 0 OR

11
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wherein

B is a bridging group,

R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

M is a mesogenic group comprising at least a phenyl group, and/or a cyclohexyl group, so that

the monomer as a whole acquires a nematic or smectic phase.

5. A liquid crystalline display comprising two transparent wall portions which extend parallel to each other

and which are interconnected along the periphery by means of a seal, each wall portion being provided

with one or more transparent electrodes on the inside and the space bounded by the wall portions and

the seal containing a liquid crystalline medium, characterized in that at least one of the two wall

portions is also provided with a polarisation filter on the inside, which filter contains a layer of an

oriented and polymerised liquid crystalline monomer in which a dlchroic colorant Is incorporated, said

monomer corresponding to the formula

(1)

CHn=C-C-0-B-M-B-0-C-C-=CH9

R 0 OR

wherein

B is a bridging group,

R is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group, and

M is a mesogenic
.
group comprising at least a phenyl group and/or a cyclohexyl group, so that

the monomer as a whole acquires a nematic or smectic phase.

PatentansprUche

1. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Polarisationsfilters, wobei ein Gemisch aus einem flussigkristallinen

Monomer und einem dichroitischen Farbstoff auf einem TrSger ausgerichtet wird und das Monomer
durch einheitliche Bestrahlung polymerisiert wird, mit dem Kennzeichen, dafl ein Monomer verwendet

wird, das der nachstehenden Formel entspricht:

(1)

CHj=C-C-0-B-M-B-O-C-C=CH2
R 0 OR

in der B eine Verbindungsgruppe darstellt, und

R ein Wasserstoffatom Oder eine Methylgruppe ist und

M eine mesogene Gruppe ist, die mindestens eine Phenylgruppe und/oder eine Zyklohexylgruppe

aufweist, wodurch das Monomer als Ganzes eine nematische oder smektische Phase erhalt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet , dafi ein Monomer verwendet wird, das der

nachfolgenden Forme! entspricht:

(2)

CH2=C-C-0-(CH2)m-(0)
n
- 0 -P- 0 -P- 0 -(0)

n
-(CH

2)m-0-C-C=CH2

R 0 _ . . 0 R

wobei m gleich 1-15 ist,

n gleich 0 oder 1 ist

R eine Wasserstoffatom oder eine Methylgruppe ist und

12
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P die Gruppe

-c-o-

0

Oder die Gruppe

JO

-o-c-

0

is darstellt.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet , daB das auf dem Substrat angebrachte
Gemisch aus dem flUssigkristaliinen Monomer und dem dichroitischen Farbstoff unter dem EinfluS

eines aufleren Kraftfeldes, insbesondere eines Magnetfeldes oder eines elektrischen Feldes orientiert

20 ist.

4. Polarisationsfilter, erhalten unter Anwendung des Verfahrens nach Anspruch 1 , dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dafi das Filter ein Substrat aufweist, das einseitig mit einer Schicht aus einem orientierten und
polymeristerten Monomer versehen ist, in der ein dichroitischer Farbstoff vorgesehen ist, wobei das

25 Monomer der nach'folgenden Forme! entspricht:

Ci^« C-C-0-B-M-B-O-C-C=CH
2 ( i)

ao
RO OR

in der B eine Verbindungsgruppe darstellt und
R ein Wasserstoffatom oder eine Methylgruppe ist und

M eine mesogene Gruppe ist, die mindestens eine Phenylgruppe und/oder eine Zyklohexylgruppe
35 aufweist, wodurch das Monomer als Ganzes eine nematische oder smektische Phase erhalt.

5. FlUssigkristalline Wiedergabeanordnung, die zwei transparente, parallele Wandteile aufweist, die am
Umfang mittels einer Dichtung miteinander verbunden sind, wobei jeder Wandteil auf der Innenseite mit

einer oder mehreren transparenten Elektroden versehen ist und der durch Wandteile und Abdichtung
40 begrenste Raum ein flUssigkrlstalilnes Medium aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet , dafl mindestens einer

der beiden Wandteile aul" der Innenseite i:ugleich mit einem Polarlsationsniler versehen ist, das eine

Schicht aus einem orientierten und polymerisierten flOssigkristallinen Monomer aufweist, in dem ein

dichroitischer Farbstoff vorgesehen ist und wobei das Monomer der nachstehenden Forme! entspricht:

45 (1)

CHj =C-C-0-B-M-B-0-C-C=CH
2

RO OR
60

in der B eine Verbindungsgruppe darstellt und

R ein Wasserstoffatom oder eine Methylgruppe ist und

M eine mesogene Gruppe ist, die mindestens eine Phenylgruppe und/oder eine Zyklohexylgruppe

aufweist, wodurch das Monomer ate-Ganzes eine nematische -oder smektische Phase erhMlt.

55
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Revendications

1. Procede pour la fabrication d'un filtre de polarisation, suivit lequel on orients un melange constitue d'un

monomere a cristaux liquides et d'un colorant dichro'itique sur. a substrat, et suivant lequel on

polymerise le monomere en I'exposant a un rayonnement uniforms, caracterise a ce qu'un monomere
est utilisS correspondant a la formula

(1)

CH~ =C-C-0-B-M-B-O-C-C=CH,
*

I II II I

1

RO OR

dans laquelle

B est un groupe de pontage,

R est un atome d'hydrogene ou un groupe de methyle,

M est un groupe mesogene comportant au moins un groupe de phenyle et/ou un groupe de

cyclohexyle, de sorte que le monomere en totalite acquiert une phase nematique ou smecti-

que.

2. Procede selon la revendication 1, caracterise en ce qu'on utilise un monomere correspondant a la

formula

(2)

RO OR

dans laquelle

m estegal a 1-15,

n est egal a 0 ou 1

,

R est un atome d'hydrogene ou un groupe de methyle, et

P est le groupe

-c-o

ou le groupe

-O-C-

II

o

3. Procede selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caracterise* en ce que le melange constitue* du monomere a

cristaux liquides et d'un colorant' dichro'rtique applique au substrat est dirige (oriente) sous Pintluence

d'un champ de force externe, notamment, un champ magnetique ou un champ 6lectrique.

4. Rltre de polarisation obtenu par la mise en oeuvre du procede* selon la revendication 1, caracterise en

ce que le filtre comporte un substrat muni d'un cote d'une couche d'un monomere oriente et

polymerise dans lequel est incorpore* un colorant dichroftique, ledit monomere correspondant a la

14
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formule

(1)

CH- =C-C-0-B-M-&-0-C-C =CH- (1)^
I II ii I

w
R 0 OR

dans laquelle

B est un groupe de pontage,

R est un atome d'hydrogene ou un groupe de m£thyle, et

M est un groupe m^sogene comportant au moins un groupe de phdnyle et/ou un groupe de
cyclohexyle, de sorte que le monomere en totalite acquiert une phase nematique ou smecti-
que*.

5. Dispositif d'affichage a cristaux liquides comportant deux parties de paroi transparentes s'etendant
parailelement I'une a Pautre et etant interconnects suivant la peripherie au moyen d'un joint

d'§tancheite, chaque partie de paroi etant munie d'une ou de plusieurs electrodes transparentes a
I'tnterieur, i'espace etant borne par les parties de paroi et le joint d'etancheite contenant un milieu a
cristaux liquides, caracteVise* en ce qu'au moins Tune des deux parties de paroi est egalement munie
d'un filtre de polarisation a I'inteVieur, ledit filtre comportant une couche d'un monomere a cristaux

liquides oriente et polymerise* dans lequel est incorpore* un colorant dichro'ftique, ledit monomere
corresporidant a la formule

(1)

CH~ =C-C-0-B-M-B-0-C-C=CHU^
I II III

^
RO OR

dans laquelle

B est un groupe de pontage,

R est un atome d'hydrogene ou un groupe de methyle, et

M est un groupe mesogene comportant au moins un groupe de phe*nyle et/ou un groupe de
cyclohBxyle, de sorte que le monomere en totality acquiert une phase ne'matique ou smecti-

que.
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